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Dick Pasfield
Kimberley Identity And Fishing Journalist
Dick has been barramundi fishing in Lake Kununurra and the Ord River System for decades
and has spent a lot of time before and after stocking figuring out how the barra work in this
system. When he’s not fishing, Dick is writing about fishing and has authored 95 articles so
far for popular fishing magazines.

_____________________________________________________________

Dick’s Cambridge Gulf Barramundi Tips
•

This is a magical piece of water, but given its location and 7-9m tidal range, expect
whirlpools, storm fronts, rough seas, strong currents, dirty water and other hazards. Watch
the weather, talk to locals, carry appropriate gear and let others know where you’re going.

•

The creeks to the north of the Ord River mouth tend to have clearer water and are where
Dick has focussed this episode on.

•

Barra can be caught in this system all year around, but September to April is when the water
is warmest and the fish are most aggressive. If you get a big dump of heavy rain, pack up
and come home as the cold water flowing in cools the system and fish tend to go quiet.

•

Tides are the main factor influencing fishing in the creeks entering Cambridge Gulf. Fish can
be caught on any tide, but you need to focus on the right areas.

•

Spring tides are great for fishing drains and rock bars. The mouths of drains are best fished
on the last half of the outgoing tide, with fish waiting for food items to be carried down on the

flowing water. Fire off a handful of casts, if no fish appear, move to the next drain. Rockbars
are best fished on the last part of the outgoing tide and the first part of the incoming tide. Any
time you find a drain mouth with a snag in it, there’s definitely good reason to fire off a few
casts.
•

Dick prefers the neapish tides, which in the Kimberley means 3-4m of water movement.
These are a great time to focus on fishing snags, which are usually created by whole
sections of mangrove bank that subside into the creek. Ideal snags have around 6m of water
along the front, but 3m deep is fine, and fish can come into even shallower water at times.
Techniques for fishing snags are outlines in the lures section, below. They can be large,
although the size of the snag is not always indicative of fish numbers and sizes, and often a
single stick can be holding several good fish.

•

When working snags, Dick uses a very heavy drag, points his rod tip at the lure and uses his
reel to impart action to the lure. Rather than the rod. When a lure gets hit he reefs the rod
backwards (not upwards) so the line is pulling directly onto the reel and simultaneously takes
a step backwards. This action immediately pulls the fish 40cm or so out of the snags whilst
also setting the hooks. He then lifts his rod to pull the fish another 40cm. This process gives
the angler the element of surprise and the fish quickly finds itself 80cm from the snag and
moving in the wrong direction. He then backs off the drag so as not to strain the hooks, and
can play the fish in fairly clear water.

•

Whilst most anglers try to prevent a barra from jumping, Dick finds he loses few fish on the
jump, and that by sweeping the rod smoothly while the fish is in the air he can force it to land
facing away from structure, giving him an advantage for the rest of the fight.

•

If the fishing is quiet, go for the lighter tackle and teabag a small soft vibe (see below). Not
only will you pick up quality fingermark, jacks and black jewfish, but the activity will often
encourage a barra to eat a lure.

Dick’s Suggested Barra Tackle
•

Dick is unable to use baitcast tackle due to an injury, so routinely uses spin gear for all his
barra fishing.

•

A 5-10 kg rod with a 4000 size reel, 50lb braid and 100lb leader is the tackle Dick uses
around snags and heavy cover.

•

A 5-8kg rod, 3000 size reel, 30 lb braid and 60lb leader is Dicks gear for vibes and for fishing
the mouths of drains, rock bars and other places where fish aren’t deep in structure.

Dick’s Cambridge Gulf Barramundi Lures

•

The 125mm Halco Scorpion with the 5m diving bib is perfect for fishing among snags. Dick
likes to start at the most upstream point of the snag as that’s where the most active and
aggressive barramundi are most likely to be sitting. He spot locks or anchors 10-15m out
and 10-15m up-current of the snag, then makes some searching casts around the area to
test what structure is beneath the surface. Slow rolling the lure and pausing the retrieve
when it hits a snag allows it to back out and rise above the structure. Once he has a mental
picture of the snag Dick will make casts deep into the structure as well as parallel with the
snag, working over all depths of the structure. The great thing about deep diving hard bodies
is that they can be fished either shallow or deep, depending on how you work them.

•

7” Hollow Belly soft plastic lures with large T-tails are great for barra fishing and Dick puts
them on 3/8 to 1oz Berkley Nitro jig heads, depending on the currents at the time. He doesn’t
usually rig them weedless as he typically uses them to fish deep along the face of snags in
around 6m of water. Cast parallel with the snag and work in short hops, keeping an eye on
the line for signs of a take. These lures are also worth throwing around the mouth of drains
and either slow rolling or mixing it up with some hops and pauses.

•

Cheap 3-4” soft vibes are great for “tea-bagging” – brand name lures can be used but losses
are heavy, so cheaper options may be preferred. For this style of fishing, Dick ties up to the
snag and drops his lure vertically, working it with gentle hops. Choose the lure size
depending on current and expect a gentle bow in the line. Be prepared to strike of the line
twitches as the lure falls.

